
24. KdV equationThe Korteweg{de Vries equation has a colourful history, which began in 1832 with John ScottRussell's celebrated pursuit on horseback of a solitary wave along the Edinburgh{Glasgow canal:I was observing the motion of a boat which was rapidly drawn along a narrow channel by a pair ofhorses, when the boat suddenly stopped | not so the mass of water in the channel which it had put inmotion; it accumulated round the prow of the vessel in a state of great agitation, then suddenly leavingit behind, rolled forward with great velocity, assuming the form of a large solitary elevation, a rounded,smooth and well-de�ned heap of water, which continued its course along the channel apparently withoutchange of form or diminution of speed. I followed it on horseback, and overtook it still rolling on at arate of some eight or nine miles an hour, preserving its original �gure some thirty feet long and a footto a foot and a half in height. Its height gradually diminished, and after a chase of one or two miles Ilost it in the windings of the channel.This event represents the �rst known observation of a solitary wave of permanent shape, and itinduced Russell to undertake an extensive experimental study of the \great wave of translation".His critical result was a demonstration that the wave speed c increases with amplitude a accordingto c = pg(h + a); where h is the depth of the channel and g is the acceleration due to gravity.Boussinesq and Lord Rayleigh independently deduced the shape of the solitary wave in the 1870's,a(x; t) = � sech2[�(x � ct)]; (1)and in 1895, Korteweg and de Vries derived the evolution equation for which (1) is a solution,ut + uux + uxxx = 0: (2)To be precise, for arbitrary � 2 IR, a wave of the form (1) satis�es (2) if � and c are given by� = 12�2, c = 4�2. Note that the wave speed is exactly proportional to the height.The KdV equation represents the simplest combination of nonlinearity and dispersion in the absenceof dissipation. In a solitary wave solution, the steepening e�ect of the nonlinear term is perfectlybalanced by the spreading e�ect of the dispersive term.Owing to its nonlinearity, the KdV equation resisted analysis for many years, and it did notcome under serious scrutiny until 1965, when Zabusky and Kruskal obtained numerical solutionswhile investigating the Fermi{Pasta{Ulam problem of masses coupled by weakly nonlinear springs.Hoping to illuminate the phenomenon of recurrence, in which the system evolved to a state closeto initial conditions, they discovered that an even more remarkable e�ect was at play. From ageneral initial condition, a solution to (2) develops into a series of solitary pulses of the form (1)of varying amplitudes, which pass through one another without modi�cation of shape or speed.The only lingering trace of the strong nonlinear interaction between these so-called solitons is aslight forward phase shift for the larger, faster wave and slight backward shift for the smaller, slowerone. Soliton solutions have subsequently been discovered for a large number of nonlinear equations,including equations of particle physics, laser physics, and magnetohydrodynamics.Having yielded a startling new type of wave behaviour, the KdV equation soon stimulated a furthermathematical development, when in 1967, Gardner, Greene, Kruskal and Miura introduced theinverse scattering transform method for determining the solitons that arise from arbitrary initialconditions. This technique represented a major advance in the mathematical theory of PDEs,2 March 2001: Niles Pierce
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Fig. 1: Soliton interactions

as it made it possible to obtainclosed-form solutions to nonlinearevolution equations that were pre-viously beyond the reach of analy-sis. This breakthrough initiated aperiod of rapid developments bothin describing the properties of KdVsolitons and in generalising the ap-proach to other nonlinear equationsincluding the sine{Gordon, nonlinearSchr�odinger, and Boussinesq equa-tions (! ref,ref,ref ).) In a paperthat contributed to both endeavours,Lax derived general conditions forthe applicability of the inverse scat-tering transform and demonstratedthat the interactions between pairs ofKdV solitons fall into three distinctcategories depending on the ratio ofthe amplitudes. In the three cases,the maxima behave di�erently dur-ing the interaction, as illustrated inFigure 1.
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